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Editor’s Note
Mike McKnight
Remember that time when....? That’s usually how most good stories begin. I’ve had a lot of
“remember that time when” times in my life and I am grateful for all of them. One of my favorites is when the back wheel fell off my old yellow Jeep Wagoneer driving down a gravel
road near Madison. We’d had a flat, changed the tire in a near blizzard after chasing some
geese but forgot to finally tighten the lug bolts after putting the spare on. The crazy thing was
when the wheel fell off all the lug bolts but one were in the hub cap in the ditch. Good stuff. I
hope you created some “remember that time when” memories this fall.
My friend Jack and I hunted out in Haakon County again this year but later than previous
years. We had some of the best deer hunting we have ever experienced both in terms of number
of deer and the size of the bucks. Jack connected on a 3x3 mule deer from about 8 yards while
standing next to a tree. I was within 40 yards of a big 5X5 but couldn’t get any closer than that.
I did have a mule deer doe at 7 yards that tempted me, particularly after she itched a spot on
her side and left a perfect aiming spot. I passed though as it was still early in the hunt. We decided not to camp this year and that was a good choice as it was pretty chilly. Getting old I
guess but a warm room, shower and toilet were pretty nice.
Put your money where it belongs. Check out the 2% For Conservation website if you are looking for any new gear (www.fishandwildlife.org). It lists those businesses dedicated to giving
back to groups for conservation efforts. Shouldn’t we all support those that support what we all
love?
Play hard and have fun!

Next deadline to submit articles or
pictures is April 1

Email articles, photos, want ads, cartoons, and letters
for newsletter submission to :
Mike McKnight
msmcknight2912@gmail.com
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Two-fer
Dan Fox
So last Tuesday, November 12th, I had a pretty cool hunt (both literally and figuratively). I was
hunting property that I own with a buddy that has some CRP and some river break country with
oaks and cedars. The morning started out at 2 degrees with a minus 8 windchill. All though the
rut was pretty much in full swing I had not seen anywhere near the number of deer that I would
normally see in my previous hunts, which I attributed to several large unharvested corn fields
located nearby.
I had decided to hunt a stand that I had not hunted all year. This particular stand is right on the
edge of a major bedding area. There is a steep ridge just on the other side of the bedding area
which causes inconsistent and swirling winds. I decided that I would wait until about 45 minutes
after legal shooting time to sneak into the stand as the temperature was suppose to slowly rise
which I hoped would result in rising thermals.
As I approached my stand I bumped a couple of does which caused me to second guess my late
entry. The good news is that they left without a bunch of hoof stomping and blowing so it really
did not cause much commotion. As I settled into the stand I could see that there were several
well used trails near my tree and a major scrape about 15 yards away. It was a beautiful, crisp
morning with a fresh blanket of snow on the ground. As I quietly waited I marveled at the beauty of the frost covered branches shimmering in the early morning sunlight. The sounds of large
flocks of geese loudly honking as they flew over just added to the experience. I took a moment
to be thankful for the morning and the opportunity to be there. Quite honestly, if nothing else
had happened that morning it would have still been a memorable morning.
About a half hour into my sit, I saw a mature doe slowly browsing her way in my general direction. I picked up my recurve from the bow hanger and awaited further developements. I had
both a doe tag and a buck tag in my pocket and was more than happy to notch the doe tag if she
gave me the opportunity. Eventually she ended up on a trail that paralleled my stand. If she continued on the trail she would come to an opening which would give me a 15 yard shot. Unaware
of my presence she slowly continued to browse in my shooting range but with no clear shooting
lane. Just as it appeared that she was going to step into a shooting lane she turned to directly
face me and promptly bedded! This was not great news as I had to contort myself a bit so that I
could be in the right position to shoot once she hit the opening. Now I was slightly unbalanced
but did not dare to move as I would risk blowing her out. On the plus side, I had a live decoy
bedded less than 20 yards away. It was a long wait.
After an hour and 15 minutes the does ears perked up and she started to stare intently back in the
direction she had originally come from. At this point, I was hoping that it was buck that had
drawn her attention. Whatever it was, it caused her to stand and of all the things she could have
done she started to walk right towards me. My fingers slowly tightened on my bow string as she
came increasingly closer. As she was walking by my tree at 5 yards, I came to full draw and concentrated on the spot I wanted to hit and released. The arrow buried perfectly in the spot that I
had aimed! As she ran off I could see that the arrow did not exit so I knew there would not be
much of a blood trail. On the other hand, there was snow on the ground and the hit looked perfect so I was very comfortable about finding her nearby.
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Two-fer

(continued)
Dan Fox
I sat down for a couple minutes and just enjoyed what had just occurred. Still in possession of a
buck tag, I promptly nocked another arrow and waited. Almost immediately, I see another mature doe slowly working her way towards me from the same direction the first doe had come. I
am thinking, that is a good sign as she could attract a buck at anytime this time of the year. That
thought had no more than entered my head when a buck magically appeared. He was a big bodied, mature buck. His rack was not wide or tall but it had good mass. As I watched him raking
trees and amorously chasing the doe, I knew that I would shoot him if he gave me the opportunity. The doe was steadfastly refusing his romantic advances. As the doe continued in my direction she started to follow the same trail that the 1st doe had used with the buck hot on her
trail. My fingers started tightening on my bow string again as it appeared she was going to lead
him right into a shooting lane 15 yards away. Just as he was about to enter that lane, she squirted away from him again. This time he appeared to give up and started walking straight away
from both me and the doe. As he got close to 50 yards away I considered grunting but decided
that since the doe was so close it probably wouldn’t be a good idea. Then he stopped and looked
back at the doe one more time. I felt like I could see what he was thinking. I remember thinking
about the line from Dumb and Dumber. I swear I heard that buck say “ so your saying there’s a
chance” as he abruptly turned and headed right back at the doe. As he got closer to her she
broke and trotted off. As luck would have it she followed the exact same trail as the original
doe. As if scripted the buck passed by my tree at 6 yards slightly quartering away. I focused on a
spot right behind his shoulder about mid body and released. I could see the arrow hit and blood
was pouring out of the spot where I had aimed.
Wow, all of this action took place within 15 minutes. I really couldn’t believe that this had happened. I sat down to collect my thoughts and savor the moment. Even though I was very confident in both shots I intended to wait a half hour before checking on the deer. All of the sudden, I
heard rustling from behind me. I turned my head and saw a coyote coming in hot. I quickly
knocked another arrow and whistled to stop him. Unfortunately, he stopped behind some brush
and I could not get a shot off at him. I now here more rustling and I look back and there are 3
more coyotes coming in hard. Crap! They must have heard one or both of those deer dying and
thought they were going to have a free buffet. I twisted around and tried to get a shot at one of
the other 3 but they saw me moving and took off.
After those events, I decided I better get down right away and make sure to check on the deer.
Both deer had run up over a little rise and had headed in the same direction. As I topped that rise
I saw the buck dead and as I got a little closer I saw the doe. The had died within 10 yards of
each other and had not gone any further than 40 to 45 yards from where they were shot. The
buck was a heavy bodied brute. Even after gutting it was not easy for my buddy and I to lift him
up on the rear rack of my four wheeler. When I took him to the processor, he commented on the
body size. He didn’t weigh him but did measure the chest girth right behind the front legs. It
was 46 inches. I am not sure how accurate that method is but using the chart that he had it
would translate to a live weight of just under 300 pounds. I have shot several deer with bigger
racks but none of those had the body size of this buck. Anyway, it was a great hunt and experience, resulting in lots of meat for the freezer. Hope that everybody else has had a fun and eventful fall!
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Pictures from the Hunt!

Dan Fox
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What’s New (at least to me)
Mike McKnight
If you are looking for something to read during the cold winter months ahead, I have a couple of recommendations. First, I just finished “That Wild Country: An Epic Journey Through
The Past, Present and Future of America’s Public Lands” by Mark Kenyon. This is a book
that intersperses history with present day adventure in a very readable and understandable
fashion. It is very well-done and, as they say, available where all fine books are sold (which
these days typically means Amazon).
The second recommendation is not a new book by any means but it is a very enjoyable read
of one man’s adventures in the Alaskan wilderness. “One Man’s Wilderness: An Alaska Odyssey” is written by Mark Keith from the journals and photographs of Richard Proenneke. If
you are at all interested in building things by hand you will find the details of his cabin construction fascinating. Chapter Nine entitled Reflections was probably my favorite:
“I’ve watched many hunters come and go. I don’t begrudge a hunter a Dall ram if he climbs
to the crags to get one and packs it down the mountain. If he does this, he has earned those
curved horns to put up on his wall. Yet there are so many who have not earned what they
proudly exhibit. Even though the hunt may have cost them thousands of dollars, they did not
pay the full price for it.”
If you are looking to improve your shooting form, whether compound or trad bow, check out
Joel Turner’s course at www.shotiq.com. It isn’t free but it is online and I have found it has
many useful tips and exercises. One of my goals this winter is to really work on my shooting
form.
Finally, I am sure you have all been following the apparent spread of CWD in South Dakota.
The latest that I am aware of is it was found in Haakon County most recently. Stay tuned to
the GFP updates as this will be having an impact on many of us in 2020.
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Pictures from the Hunt!

Ryan Penning, Lincoln County
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Pictures from the Hunt!

Jack Lundie, Haakon County
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SDBI Sponsors
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SDBI Sponsors

We’re Out There Drawing
Down So You Can Too
When you need sports gear or just a little advice, come
to Scheels. Our expertise doesn’t come from a book or
a brochure. We learn by doing. We’re archers too,
shooting 3-D leagues and backyards all summer. And
we’re hunters, using every spare minute we have to be
in the field. Visit with the archery experts at Scheels.
We’re right there with you.

SCHEELS
41st and Western Sioux Falls 334-7767
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Take out an Insurance Policy on your Future

SOUTH DAKOTA
BOWHUNTERS, INC.
What is South Dakota Bowhunters, Inc.?
 South Dakota Bowhunter, Inc. is a bowhunting
organization interested in preserving and upgrading
bowhunting in South Dakota.
 South Dakota Bowhunter, Inc. is a leader in the South
Dakota Bowhunter Education Program.
 South Dakota Bowhunters, Inc. is a leader in fighting the
anti-hunting movement in South Dakota.
 South Dakota Bowhunters, Inc. is a strong lobbyist working
in the best interest of Bowhunting.
What benefits would I gain by becoming a
member of South Dakota Bowhunters, Inc.
 A quarterly newsletter (shown top right) full of stories, pictures, and tips from SDBI members. This
newsletter also keeps you up-to-date on bowhunting seasons and license availability. The satisfaction of
knowing you have done your part to insure bowhunting future in our state just by joining.


Please Print Clearly

MAIL TO: South Dakota Bowhunters, Inc. PO Box 351, Pierre, SD 57501

Name:____________________________________________ Phone:_______________________________
Address:___________________________________________ Email:_______________________________
City:___________________________ ST:_________ Zip code:___________________

New

Renew

Electronic Membership

Free

Youth/Student Membership

$10

Single Membership 1 Yr.

$20

Single Membership 3 Yr.

$50

Family Membership 1 Yr.

$30

Life Membership

$250

Sponsor:___________________________

Visit our website www.sdbi.net
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SDBI
P.O. Box 351
Pierre, SD 57501
www.sdbi.net
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